
 
 

The mission of the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) is to 
Coordinate the global emergency response to save lives and protect people in humanitarian crises. 

This report is produced by OCHA Myanmar in collaboration with Inter-Cluster Coordination Group and wider humanitarian 
partners. The next report will be issued on or around 28 April 2020. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

• 117 cases have been confirmed (including local transmission) 
with five fatalities and seven recoveries. As of 18 April, close to 
45,000 people have been quarantined in facilities across the 
country.  

• Around 46,000 migrant workers, an estimated 35 per cent of 
whom are women, have returned from abroad as of 16 April, 
according to official data. 

• There has been no case of COVID-19 in camps for internally 
displaced persons (IDPs), in displacement sites or in 
communities directly affected by conflict.  

• Risk communication and community engagement efforts have 
taken place in 288 IDP camps and sites across the country, as 
humanitarian actors scale-up preparedness and response. 

• Regional: All five countries bordering Myanmar have reported 
COVID-19 cases, with 84,237 cases in China, 15,712 cases in 
India, 2,765 cases in Thailand, 2,456 cases in Bangladesh, and 19 
cases in Laos. 

• Global: As of 20 April 2020, WHO reported 2,285,210 confirmed 
cases globally and 155,124 deaths across 213 countries/areas or 
territories. The highest number of cases are reported in Europe 
(1,122,189), followed by the Americas (858,631) and the 
Western Pacific (132,438).  

 

SITUATION OVERVIEW 
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TOTAL CASES: As of 19 April, there are 117 
confirmed cases in Myanmar. The number of 
confirmed cases across the country continues to rise, 
with a peak of 23 cases confirmed between 18 and 
19 April. Most of the cases have been reported in 
Yangon and Bago regions, with 91 and five cases 
respectively, while eight states and regions out of 15 
(including Nay Pyi Taw Union Territory), now having 
reported cases. As of 20 April, there has been no 
confirmed case of COVID-19 in camps or 
displacement sites for internally displaced persons or 
in communities otherwise affected by conflicts.  

TESTING: The Government of Myanmar continues to increase testing. A total of 1,967 persons have been tested 
across the country as of 20 April, utilizing a total of 4,786 testing kits. The National Health Laboratory (NHL) is 
expecting the arrival of an additional testing machine by mid-April, which would increase capacity to conduct up to 
1,000 tests daily compared to 300-500 tests currently, while proposals are being discussed to establish additional 
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testing laboratories in Mon, Mandalay and northern Shan. The government is procuring 54,000 additional testing 
kits and the UN (UNOPS) has delivered 20,000 kits.  
 

RETURN OF MIGRANT WORKERS: According to the Ministry of Health and Sports (MoHS), around 46,000 migrant 
workers, an estimated 35 per cent of whom are women, have returned from abroad as of 16 April, most of them 
from Thailand. Thousands more are believed to have returned through unofficial border crossings. At least another 
10,000 migrants are expected to return from China, of which about 3,000 have already arrived in Kachin. Many 
returning migrants have a range of humanitarian needs, particularly during the Government-mandated quarantine 
period.  

- Returns from Thailand: Of the total 46,000 registered returns, over 36,500 people returned from Thailand. 
The highest number of returnees are recorded in Bago, Mon, Shan and Kayin, with over 70 per cent of total 
returns, mainly between 22 March to 1 April. The Myawaddy-MaeSot border gate experienced the highest 
returns, with over 30,000 during this period. In early April, small-scale returns continued with an average of 
about 120 persons daily.  

- Returns from China: There has been a large-scale influx of returnees from China to Kachin State, with an 
estimated 3,000 people having returned through Lweje, in a relatively short time period of 2-3 days. They 
are being transported to Myitkyina and from there, to their areas of origin where they will be quarantined. 
The total number of migrants expected to return to Myanmar from China is between 10,000-18,000 by late 
April.   

- Quarantine facilities: According to MOHS, as of 18 April, more than 7,700 quarantine facilities have been 
established across the country. In conflict-affected areas, more than 500 facilities host close to 4,500 people 
in Shan, 333 facilities host close to 4,300 people in Kachin, 426 facilities host around 3,200 people in Kayin 
and 144 facilities host close to 1,000 people in Rakhine. While initial government plans were that migrants 
would be quarantined in community-based facilities (e.g. schools, monasteries), the majority have been 
home-quarantining due to insufficient capacity in the sites. A total of seven quarantine facilities have been 
set-up at the border in Myawaddy for migrants arriving from Thailand.  
 

RELEASE OF PERSONS FROM DETENTION CENTERS: A total of 886 Rohingya men, women and children will be 
returning to their communities in nine different townships of Rakhine State after being released from prison as part 
of a presidential pardon announced on 17 April, which in total freed close to 25,000 people across the country. The 
Rakhine State Government (RSG) has designated facilities where they will be quarantined for 21 days. The WASH 
and the Camp Coordination and Camp Management clusters carried out an initial assessment in three facilities in 
Sittwe. Humanitarian actors will provide assistance to the returnees in the facilities in coordination with the RSG 
and the township authorities. An unconfirmed number of Rakhine men, women and children were also released.  

 
PREVENTION AND RESPONSE 

 

GOVERNMENT MEASURES: The Government of Myanmar has extended the period of implementation of 
prevention measures enforced since March and introduced new ones. These measures include: 

• The suspension on inbound international flights has been extended to 30 April (previously 13 April). 

• Myanmar nationals in Thailand have been told not to return until 30 April (previously 15 April). 

• On 13 April, entry points along the Bangladesh-Myanmar border were closed.  

• On 17 April, gatherings of more than four persons were prohibited across the country, with exceptions for 
those commuting to work, shopping, seeking health care and other essential needs.  

 

GOVERNMENT PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE: The Government continues to scale-up measures, including 
by establishing quarantine facilities, to respond to the return of migrant workers. On 14 April, and as part of 
prevention and response measures in IDP camps following the release on 5 April of the “Action Plan for the Control 
of COVID-19 (Corona Virus Infectious Disease) Outbreak in IDPs Camps”, the Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and 
Resettlement (MoSWRR) notified relevant camp management committees and displaced populations in camps 
across the country to put in place the following preventive measures: 
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• Regular and systematic handwashing  

• Personal hygiene and minimal contacts with other 
persons when using shared latrines and baths  

• Vigilance for the elderly and persons with chronic 
illness 

• Monitoring of movement out of camps and 
scanning body temperatures when entering 

• Prevention of local transmission by restricting or 
limiting external persons entering the camps 

• Following patient referral procedures in case of 
COVID-19 symptoms. 
 

The MoSWRR has conducted awareness sessions and distributed hygiene items, with some 7,000 soap bars 
distributed in 86 IDP camps, while some 24 infrared thermometers were delivered to camps in Kachin, Rakhine, 
Shan and Kayin states as of 12 April. On 14 April, the Department of Disaster Management (DDM) distributed soap 
and masks to some 127 households in three IDP camps in Namtu Township of northern Shan. Additionally, MoSWRR 
provided close to 3,000 bars of soap, over 5,600 masks and a number of infrared thermometers in Thet Kae Pyin 
and Say Tha Mar Gyi IDP camps in Sittwe, Rakhine State on 16 April. The Department of Rural Development and 
UNICEF jointly set up 3,520 handwashing stations with soap in nearly 2,800 villages across Myanmar. 
 

PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE BY HUMANITARIAN PARTNERS: While maintaining ongoing life-saving 
humanitarian operations, humanitarian organizations continue to scale up COVID-19 prevention and response 
preparedness activities, in camps, displacement sites and conflict-affected areas, as well as activities in support of 
Government efforts to provide basic assistance to returning migrant workers in quarantine facilities.  
 
INTERNALLY DISPLACED AND CONFLICT-AFFECTED POPULATION 

 

PROTECTION  

• The sector members are conducting case management of gender-based violence (GBV), small-scale 

psychosocial support and safe housing in Kachin, Kayin, Rakhine and Shan states. In Kayin, the sector is also 

working to provide Sexual and Reproductive Health and Right/GBV as well as clinical care for GBV survivors 

among the IDP population. The sector partners will also distribute dignity kits to women and girls in isolation 

centers in Rakhine and Shan states.  

• Partners are providing mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS) to COVID-19 responders in Rakhine 

and Shan states, while Red Cross Movement partners have reached 24,358 people in Kachin state with 

psychosocial support via phone and social media. 

• In Kayin State, the sector partners continue to install handwashing facilities in camps. UNHCR has also 

provided 100 tarps, 150 sleeping mats and 150 blankets to the Health Department in Kyaukme Township of 

northern Shan. Similarly, UNHCR delivered 50 tarps, 700 mosquito nets, 700 blankets and 700 sleeping mats 

to support government and community-based quarantine facilities in Kachin State.  

• Child Protection in Emergencies adjusted their activities in light of COVID-19 while ensuring the safe delivery 

of life-saving services. The Child Protection Working Group to date has developed and oriented members 

on the Child Protection in Emergency Strategy for COVID-19 safe activities to support MHPSS for children, 

and modified the guidance on MHPSS and case management.    

 

WATER, SANITATION, HYGIENE  

• The Joint Strategy Team (JST) distributed over 10,000 bars of soap to 2,500 families, and hygiene kits and 

masks to 1,400 families in IDP camps in the Kutkai and Lashio areas of Shan State. In Kachin, the JST provided 

soap to 87 camps in the Myitkyina area and repaired or built a total of 166 handwashing stations in 22 camps 

and three return and reintegration sites in the Bhamo area. The JST also set up handwashing stations in 

Laiza town and provided soap and 36 handwashing stations in nine schools and 11 handwashing stations in 

churches and city halls of Mai Ja Yang areas. UNICEF is currently installing 65 handwashing stations in 13 
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townships of Shan State, while UNFPA distributed 200 dignity kits with basic hygiene supplies to women at 

a quarantine facility in Muse Township.  

• The Humanitarian Strategic Team (HST) provided hygiene awareness sessions and distributed soap, hand 

sanitizers and masks in 32 IDP camps in northern Shan and four IDP camps in Kachin, which are 

geographically accessible from Shan State.  

• Christian Aid provided hygiene sessions and distributed bottles of hand gel, sanitizers, soap and education 

materials in 13 villages and three IDP camps in Namtu and six villages and two IDP camps in Manton 

Township. The MRCS and ICRC provided handwashing stations in 11 IDP camps in Muse, Namtu, Mantion 

and Namhkan townships and 72 handwashing stations in hospitals in Lashio, Kuttkai and Kyaukme. 

 

EDUCATION 

• In all locations, children are currently unable to access education and teachers are unable to attend 

trainings. The Education in Emergencies (EiE) partners in all states and regions continue to pay volunteer 

teachers and some continue rehabilitation work in education facilities, but all other activities have been 

suspended. This follows the instructions of the Ministry of Education for the closure of all trainings and 

courses and of the MoSWRR for the closure of all preschools.  

• In light of the above restrictions, EiE sector partners are working to adapt education programming so that 

education can continue for children and youth, and capacity development remains available to formal and 

non-formal teachers. The sector is rapidly developing learning packages that can be used outside of the 

traditional classroom setting.  

• There is a threat that education is further disrupted when schools, temporary learning spaces (TSL), and 

other education institutions are used for quarantine or isolation facilities. Using schools or TLS as quarantine 

or isolation facilities will require significant resources and planning to rehabilitate them to their intended 

use, can have a psychological impact on children as they return to a setting used to treat illness and even 

fatalities, and reduces access to education.  

 

HEALTH 

• Health cluster partners provided protective equipment and supplies to health facilities and healthcare 

workers in Myitkyina General Hospital and Bhamo, Mansi and Waingmaw hospitals, as well as hygiene and 

prevention kits to a number of households in townships across Kachin. Volunteers and healthcare workers 

in target areas of Myitkyina and Waingmaw townships have also received masks, gloves and hand sanitizers.  

• The township Health Departments in Hpakant, Mogaung, Waingmaw and Myitkyina of Kachin received 

further personal protection and hygiene items. In Kachin and Shan states, the cluster partners also maintain 

support to mobile clinics, Health Education and MHPSS counseling, and continue to camp clinics in areas 

controlled by ethnic armed organizations.  

• In Shan State, the cluster partners are also providing primary health care and maternal, newborn and child 

health support through five clinics in Manton, Tangyan, and Lashio. In Rakhine, the cluster partners continue 

supporting emergency referral services for emergency obstetric care and other cases and reaching access 

to health service through volunteers, as necessary, while maintaining ongoing support to implement 

inclusive township health plans. The health cluster local partners also supported the Rakhine and Shan State 

Township Health Departments (THD) with non-medical supplies through the Access to Health Fund.  

 

SHELTER, NON-FOOD ITEMS, CAMP COORDINATION AND CAMP MANAGEMENT 

• The cluster is working with local organizations and government authorities to provide non-food items (NFIs) 

and other essential items, including emergency tents and washing machines, for both camp-based and non-

camp-based quarantine facilities.  

• In Rakhine, the cluster partners continue to distribute shelter and other emergency materials across both 

new and protracted displacement camps and scaling up the rehabilitation of facilities to prepare for 
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potential COVID-19 outbreaks in protracted IDP camps. The cluster partners continue to improve IDP sites 

ahead of the rainy season, cognizant of the additional risks posed by COVID-19 during that time.  

• The cluster plans NFI distributions to the camps in need. For planning purposes, the partners are identifying 

infrastructure or locations that could be utilized as quarantine facilities complementing the existing 

capacities in Kachin, Rakhine and Shan states, while MRCS and ICRC have provided 11 tents for facilities and 

quarantine centers in Lashio. 

 

LOGISTICS  
• The Logistics coordination group, led by the World Food Programme (WFP), has been established and is 

coordinating logistics for transport, cargo, storage and facilitation of goods and equipment from out of 

country as well as movement of humanitarian personnel and equipment in country. The group is ensuring 

linkages with the global and regional mechanisms for logistics and common services.  

• A logistics hub in Guanzhou, China is now operational and ready to receive cargo, including cold chain 

storage and increased warehouse capacity. The first flight from Liege (goods procured in European market, 

consolidated) to Guanzhou will be operational as of 21 April. The group is also mapping existing warehouse 

capacities, with space identified in Yangon, Sittwe, Kachin, Lashio and Bago, with 8,000sqm in total.  

 

RETURNING MIGRANT WORKERS 

• An estimated 12,500 people have received hygiene items in Shan, Chin and Mon states, and Ayeyarwady, 
Magway and Mandalay regions from the International Organization for Migration (IOM), in coordination 
with the MoHS and the Ministry of Labour, Immigration and Population, as well as with civil society 
organizations.  
 

• IOM is supporting State Health Departments in Kachin, Rakhine and Mon states by providing critical 
prevention supplies for quarantine facilities, including protective equipment, hygiene and non-food items 
such as bedding, towels and mosquito nets. IOM is also coordinating with local organizations and MoHS to 
strengthen logistics and procurement of supplies and support disease surveillance at points of entry. 
 

• UNHCR has provided 18 heavy-duty washing machines to the State Health Department of Kachin State for 
disinfection of clothes and linen at community-based quarantine facilities. UNHCR also provided tarpaulins, 
mosquito nets, sleeping mats and blankets for around 650 people in Bhamo, Kachin State and Lashio, 
northern Shan. UNHCR is planning to assist 11,600 migrants in Kayin State, Kayah State, Bago Region and 
Tanintharyi Region in the southeast. 
 

• UN Women has partnered with women civil society organizations to support the management of 
community-based quarantine centers in Kayin State. This includes provision of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE), adaptation of Information, Education and Communication (IEC) material to the specific 
needs of returning women migrant workers and strengthening of referral services for cases of violence 
against women. 
 

• WFP has dispatched rice sufficient for the needs of 2,500 migrant returnees in quarantine sites in Myawaddy 
Township (along the Thai-Myanmar border). Further food assistance for returning migrants is planned in 
the coming weeks, with an overall target of 50,000 people to be supported throughout their quarantine 
period. 
 

RISK COMMUNICATION AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

A “Who does What Where” (3W) on risk communication and community engagement (RCCE) is being finalized and 
partners, together with government interlocutors and ethnic health organizations, have reached out to almost all 
IDP camps, displacement sites and several villages with key messages on COVID-19 using verbal messages, audio 
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and video clips, printed posters and other tools. COVID-19 Task Teams at the State level continue to coordinate 
activities on the ground with local partners, including the civil society organizations, with a focus on IDP camps and 
displacement sites and communities affected by conflict. Relevant entities of the Government of Myanmar at union, 
state and local levels have also scaled up RCCE activities, with more video and TV channels, radio programmes, as 
well as social media engagement and face-to-face interaction with the vulnerable communities, while work is 
ongoing in quarantine facilities and in communities for returning migrants. Overall, all RCCE activities across IDP 
camps and displacement sites and conflict-affected villages were conducted using a variety of channels and by 
multiple government entities and stakeholder groups, with messages delivered in local languages and dialects. A 
summary of actors involved, activities implemented with channels and languages is indicated below. 

 8 

Government, stakeholders and groups  

3 

Type of activity 

12 

Channel/tool 

➢ Union level ministries, MoSRWW 
➢ MoHS, State level departments 
➢ Village authorities 
➢ Camp Coordination Committees  
➢ Ethnic organizations 
➢ Civil society organizations 
➢ Clusters and sectors (UN, NGOs, INGOs) 
➢ Red Cross Movement and ICRC 

 

➢ Awareness 
raising/information 
sharing 

➢ Rumour tracking 
➢ Community feedback 

mechanism 
 

➢ Face-to-face 
➢ Video  
➢ Poster 
➢ Sticker 
➢ Pamphlet/Vinyl  
➢ SMS 
➢ Phone call 
➢ Radio 
➢ TV 
➢ Online Media 
➢ Social Media  
➢ Print Media  

 

COORDINATION ARRANGEMENTS 

GOVERNMENT COORDINATION: At the union level, a government Committee for COVID-19 Control and 
Emergency Response has been set up, led by the first Vice President, while at state levels, committees have been 
established in Kachin, Rakhine and Shan states, all led by chief ministers. MoHS continues to lead coordination on 
public health at union and state levels, while the Ministry of Labour, Immigration and Population leads national 
coordination for returning migrants. MoSWRR leads coordination at national and local levels on prevention, 
preparedness and response in IDP camps. Other relevant ministries and entities are engaged in coordination across 
different sectors.  

HUMANITARIAN COORDINATION: The United Nations Country Team (UNCT) and Humanitarian Country Team 
(HCT), in collaboration with national and international organizations, CSOs and Red Cross Movement, continue to 
coordinate the response in support of the Government of Myanmar’s COVID-19 preparedness and response. A 
Logistics coordination group has been established to support system-wide coordination for logistics and common 
services support to maintain ongoing humanitarian operations and scale-up COVID-19 response.  

- Returning migrant workers: IOM is coordinating support to the government’s response for the returning 
migrants. Priorities include the mapping of the existing and planned response and a rapid assessment of the 
needs, vulnerabilities and plans of the returnees. State/regional-level coordination is also taking place, with 
IOM leading in Mon, Kachin, Rakhine and Magway, while UNHCR leads coordination in Kayah and Kayin and 
UNICEF in Shan. Focal points for Tanintharyi and Bago are being identified among other UN agencies. 
 

- State-level COVID-19 task teams: The task teams, chaired by OCHA and consisting of clusters/sectors and 
key international and national NGOs and CSOs in Kachin, Rakhine and Shan states coordinate preparedness 
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efforts in IDP camps and displacement sites, discuss COVID-19 scenario for preparedness plans and conduct 
overall monitoring of camps.  
 

- Inter-Cluster Coordination: Coordination is also led at inter-cluster level by OCHA in Yangon and Kachin, 
Rakhine and northern Shan, while clusters and sectors continue to coordinate sector-specific response, 
maintain life-saving humanitarian operations and scale-up COVID-19 preparedness and prevention.  
 

- RCCE and CWC: The RCCE working has been established as part of preparedness and response interventions 
to address the COVID-19 Public Health Emergency and is co-led by the Ministry of Health and Sports (MOHS) 
with WHO and UNICEF. At the state level in Kachin and Shan, the JST is bringing together civil society 
organizations and national actors conducting RCCE and prevention efforts in IDP camps. In Rakhine, the 
Communications with Communities (CWC) working group is convening the UN, INGOs, and national and 
local organizations to coordinate RCCE in communities and among IDPs in camps in central Rakhine while 
UNHCR undertakes the same in northern Rakhine. 

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION 

COVID-19 Addendum to 2020 Myanmar Humanitarian Response Plan (HRP): An addendum to the 2020 HRP for an 
initial period of three months (April-June) and a target of over 900,000 people (over 850,000 included in the 2020 
HRP and an additional 50,000  returning migrant workers) is being finalized. The Addendum will be reflected in the 
revised Global HRP scheduled for release in early May. Financial requirements will reflect activities covered under 
the existing 2020 HRP for Myanmar as well as additional health and non-health activities.  
 
CERF and Myanmar Humanitarian Fund: The Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) has allocated US$75 million 
to the COVID-19 response globally, including a $20 million allocation (9 April) to WFP for global logistics and medical 
evacuation services. WHO and UNICEF headquarters have apportioned US$500,000 and US$749,000 respectively of 
the total allocation they received to their Myanmar operations.  
 
The Myanmar Humanitarian Fund (MHF) has launched a reserve allocation of US$2 million (with a contribution of 
$1 million by the Access to Health Fund) to scale up RCCE, prevention and response activities across IDP camps. In 
addition, close to US$200,000 from existing projects has already been reprogrammed for COVID-19 activities by the 
MHF. 

 
Myanmar 2020 HRP funding update: According to information recorded through OCHA’s Financial Tracking Service, 
over US$29 million has been received or committed to the 2020 HRP, amounting to 15 per cent of total 
requirements. Other humanitarian funding received (outside of the HRP) totals nearly US$40 million.  
 
 

For further information, please contact:  
Marie Spaak, Head of Office, spaak@un.org, Tel: +95 1 230 56 82-84 
Shelley Cheatham, Deputy Head of Office, cheatham@un.org, Tel: +95 1 2305682, 2305683, 2305684, Ext.108 
Valijon Ranoev, Public Information and Advocacy Officer, ranoev@un.org, Cell +95 97 97 00 7815 

For more information, please visit www.unocha.org | https://reliefweb.int/country/mmr | https://www.facebook.com/OCHAMyanmar/  

https://reliefweb.int/report/myanmar/myanmar-humanitarian-response-plan-2020-december-2019
https://cerf.un.org/what-we-do/allocation/2020/window/3
https://pfbi.unocha.org/COVID19/
https://fts.unocha.org/appeals/934/summary
mailto:spaak@un.org
mailto:cheatham@un.org
mailto:ranoev@un.org
https://reliefweb.int/country/mmr
https://www.facebook.com/OCHAMyanmar/
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